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Electric Romance
Concept and Event Planner: Christopher Confero

Photographer: Mark Broadway Photography

Sparks fly and ignite into love, in a maze of cement and steel filled with the rhythmic plinking of piano 
keys, the pop of bass strings and smooth, light tapping of a drum. There at Workplay, a gorgeous bride 
glides a tube of brilliantly pink lipstick across her lips.  She anticipates sealing a kiss with the man she 
first met during his jazz combo all those years ago, when he had reached down to her from the stage 
during his set and whispered in her ear, “You look so pretty in pink.” Passion and femininity now unite 
with unexpected touches, such as rich draping of hot pink canopy and a modern steel chuppah at the 
nuptial site.  A lighting arrangement of gobo patterns and a lit monogram letter cast a magical spell as 
bride Krystal Torcivia enters, carrying a bouquet of roses, cox comb, and cascading mini callas, wrapped 
in pink textured ribbon. Her Heidi Elnora dress is a one-shoulder white mini, featuring a white leather 
studded belt and layers and layers of white tulle. Lighting by A.G. Lighting, LLC. Florals by HotHouse 
Design Studio. Diamond hoop earrings provided by Bromberg’s. Hair and make up by Misty Smith. Ceremony 
and reception venue at Workplay.S
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Sofas striped with cerise lamour fabric runners, lit acrylic coffee 
tables, glass cubes filled with rose petals and votives provide a 
welcome spot for guests to enjoy all the posh and sophistication 
of a New York City nightclub! The soft glow of lit pink cubes 
and globe lamps offers ambiance to the room, as do candles 
housed in fabric shades, and tapered and pillar candles upon the 
guest tables.  A floral bed of pink and purple petals serves as 
centerpieces on tables covered in cerise lamour linen.  With cool 
sounds of jazz coming from the piano, played by Blaine Johnson, 
Sun Dolphin Productions captures it all, ready to be made into a 
one-of-a-kind DVD that Krystal and Groom David Haugen will 
enjoy for years to come.  With a signature raspberry martini in 
hand, Krystal and David are ready for an evening filled with elec-
tric romance! Lighting provided by A.G. Lighting, LLC. Furniture 
provided by We Rent Atlanta. Martinis provided by Olexa’s Cakes 
& Catering.  Florals by Hothouse Design Studio. Tablescapes created 
by Christopher Confero.
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Eclectic touches of unparalleled taste can be found everywhere, including the couple’s wedding invitations, place cards, and wedding 
cake. The accordion-style invitation is done on shimmering, heavy stock paper, featuring a custom monogram, designed by Weddings 
Etc. To celebrate the bride’s passion for architecture, Olexa’s Cakes and Catering created a wedding cake with asymmetrically stacked 
tiers, a subtle suggestion of a Frank Lloyd Wright design. An appetizer menu by Olexa’s Cakes and Catering promises show-stopping 
culinary finesse:  Gulf grilled shrimp with honey Szechwan glazed skewers; watermelon gazpacho; herbed boursin wrapped smoke 
salmon bites with capers and red onion; and warm goat cheese and roma tomato bruschetta and fresh basil.
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